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ABSTRACT 

The Two Geometry Method (TGM) was designed specifically for the 
verification of the uranium enrichment of low enriched UF6 gas in the 
presence of uranium deposits on the pipe walls. Complications can arise if the 
TGM is applied under extreme conditions, such as deposits larger than 
several times the gas activity, small pipe diameters less than 40 nun and low 
pressures less than 150 Pa. This report presents a comprehensive sensitivity 
analysis of the TGM. The impact of the various sources of uncertainty on the 
performance of the method is discussed. The application to a practical case is 
based on worst case conditions with regards to the measurement conditions, 
and on realistic conditions with respect to the false alarm probability and the 
non detection probability. Monte Carlo calculations were used to evaluate the 
sensitivity for sources of uncertainty which are experimentally inaccessible. 

-Lecpoloshoten 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Safeguards approach to be applied to Gaseous Centrifuge Enrichment 
Plants has been detennined in the Hcxapanite Safeguards Project (HSP), 
which was established in 1983 [1]. For the cascade area, a regime of Limited 
Frequency Unannounced Access inspections was adopted. Part of this regime 
was enrichment verification of product UF6 gas by means of a Non-
Destructive Assay go/no-go technique. This spot NDA has to be performed 
on the cascade-to-header product pipes. 

y-NDA techniques for verification of the enrichment in 23SU of uranium are 
based on measuring the intensity of the strong 185.7 kcV gamma line of 23SU 
c-decay. Applied to gaseous UF6 in cascade-to-header pipes, a complication 
arises due to uranium deposit on the pipe walls. The deposit gives rise to a 
spurious contribution to the 185.7 keV signal, which in some cases exceeds 
the desired signal by over an order of magnitude in practice. A suitable 
method to overcome this problem is the Two Geometry Method (TGM), 
which consists of performing two measurements with distinct detection 
geometries [2]. The first geometry is predominantly sensitive to gamma rays 
emitted from the gas, and the second to gamma rays emitted from the 
deposit. The 235U-aaivity of the gas is obtained from the two measurements 
by using appropriate detection efficiencies, which are detennined in 
calibration measurements. The two detection geometries are usually defined 
by a suitable pair of collimators. 

The usefulness of a particular collimator pair strongly depends on the 
measuring times for a HEU/LEU decision attainable with it. A TGM design 
was transferred to the inspectorates some years ago. Application of this 
instrument is reported to be limited to plants where: 

• The enrichment is below 15%; 
• The deposit-to-gas ratio is below 10; 
• The gas pressure is above 133 Pa torn 
• The inner pipe diameter is above 40 mm; 
• Sufficient space is available to accomodate detector, collimator, and 

shielding. 

The instrument is therefore not suitable for cascades in some centrifuge 
enrichment plants, which have cascade-to-header pipes of smaller diameters, 
with lower gas pressures, and with higher deposit-to-gas ratios of up to 20. 
For the difficult case of small diameter pipes, low pressures, large deposit-to
gas ratios, special collimator designs are required. Development work for this 
case has been in progress at ECN since 1985 [3,4]. 

Since its advent in 1985, work on the TGM has been done by several groups 
from various countries. Publications on the TGM cover its development from 
description of the principle of the technique [2,5], proof of principle tests 
[3,6], prototype tests in centrifuge enrichment plants [4,7-10], to operational 
equipment to be used by inspectorates [11]. Despite die advanced stage of 
development of the method, no complete and comprehensive sensitivity 
analysis of the TGM has been published to date. The purpose of this report is 
to bridge this gap. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT 
METHODS 

2.1 Reference Design 

The design shown in fig. 1 is adopted as the reference design. It consists of 
two HP-Ge detectors, coupled to a dual-collimator which is connected to the 
aluminium product-pipe. The pipe has inner diameter 36 mm and outer 
diameter 42 mm. Each of the two detcctor-collimator combinations fonns an 
ami of the dual arrangement; the angle between the aims is 66°. 

Both HP-Ge coaxial 
detectors are placed in an 
annular lead shield. The 
shield at the cascade side 
of the pipe is not shown. 
The distances of the Ge-
ciystal front planes to the 
detector windows are 
6 mm. 

The g a s - s e n s i t i v e 
geometry is defined by 
the collimator which has 
a cross-section shape of 
a truncated wedge, with 
the narrow edge at the 
side of the pipe. The 
two-slit collimator 
defines the deposit* 
sensitive geometry. 
These collimator designs 
are therefore denoted as 
W- a n d V - t y p e 
respectively. 

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of reference 
detection arrangement 

The collimator thicknesses are determined by the space available at the 
detector side for placing both arms of the dual arrangement, and amount to 
55 mm. Also the collimator lengths are not free parameters for optimization, 
but their values are limited by the space at the cascade side of the pipe, 
available for placing the shielding against gamma rays from the cascade area. 
Conservatively, a value of 160 mm was adopted for the lengths, at a minor 
penalty in statistical power. The slit heights at the detector side are defined 
by the diameters of the detector crystals. The collimator slit heights at the 
pipe side were optimized by means of Monte Carlo calculations, resulting in 
optimum values of 11 mm for the W-collimator and of 2x7 mm for the V-
collimator. 

The detection efficiencies of the reference design arc listed in Table 1; the 
definition of the various efficiencies is given below in sections 2.2-3. 
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Table 1. Calculated detection efficiencies of the reference design [12]. 

Detection Value Unit 
efficiency 

3.97x10"* 

2.17x10* 

0.83x10* 

2.04x10* 

not available 

0.21 

0.94 

not available 

m-s'-Bq"1 

m-s'-Bq1 

m-s'-Bq1 

m-s'-Bq' 

m-s'-Bq"1 

— 

— 

— 

2.2 Pressure Measurement 

Non destiuctive assay of the enrichment of UF6-gas requires measurement of 
two quantities: the partial density of 23SUF6, and the density of all UF6. X-ray 
Fluorescence (XRF) is proposed as the principle for measuring the total UF6 

density [13]. A collimated beam of gamma rays from a ^Co-source, 
irradiating a section of the pipe containing the UF6-gas, stimulates the 
emission of characteristic uranium X-rays. The measured counting rate of U 
Ka-X-rays is directly proportional to the total UF6-density. Note that "light 
gasses" do not contribute to the signal. 

The XRF measurement is incorporated in the uncertainty analyses, since it is 
an integral part of the enrichment measurement. However, no performance 
data are available yet; hence, quantitative results cannot be given. 

2.3 185.7 keV TGM Measurement 

Formal descriptions of the TGM were developed at Los Alamos National 
Laboratories (LANL) and at ECN. In the original description of the TGM [2], 
Close et al. introduced relative detection efficiencies of one geometry with 
respect to the second, for 185.7 keV gamma rays from 235U in the gas, and 
for gamma rays from 235U in the deposit. By contrast, absolute detection 
efficiencies are used to define a collimator in the ECN description [3]. 

Despite this difference, the measurement procedure is the same, and 
obviously the same three quantities are measured in an actual measurement 
on a cascade-to-header pipe: 

• The photopeak counting rate of 185.7 keV photons measured with the 
first detection geometry; 

• The photopeak counting rate of 185.7 keV photons measured with the 
second detection geometry; 

• The counting rate oi uranium Ka X-rays in the XRF measurement 

€1G 
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Descripton of the measurement methods 

2.3.1 L A N L Description 

2.3.1.1 Standard Measurement Procedure 

The counting rate r t observed in the measurement with the first geometry 
contains contributions rIG and rID> respectively from the gas and the deposit. 

ri = rio * ru> ( s - 1)- ( 1 ) 

Since the detection efficiencies of the two geometries for gas and deposit are 
different, the counting rate r2 of the second geometry is a different linear 
combination of r,G and rID> 

«2 = V r i o + V r i D <S_I>- ( 2 ) 

The dimensionless quantities c t and c2 are relative detection efficiencies of 
the second geometry with respect to those of the first, for gas and deposit 
respectively. 

Solving eqs. ( i) and (2) for the gas-signal rIG yields 

*.o = ̂ r (s,)- (3) 

Cj - C, 

rIG is proportional to the Z35U density of the UF6 gas. To obtain n, the 
isotopic abundance of ̂ U in the gas, also the total uranium density must be 
known, which is proportional to p, the total UF6 pressure. 

The counting rate r x of Ka X-rays observed in the XRF measurement is 
proportional to p. Hence n is obtained from rIG and r x as 

u v,x t 
r X 

where C x is a dimensionless quantity. 

2.3.1.2 Alternative Measurement Procedure 

Obviously, n can be obtained directly from the TCM measurement if p is 
known (e.g. from operator data), which requires redefinition of C x . 

Note that in the standard procedure the total UF6 gaspressure p cannot be 
obtained from the XRF measurement. For this, a fourth calibration constant 
CP would be required: 

rx » <VP . <*> 

. - S E - * 
C P P 
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23.2 ECN Description 

2.3.2.1 Standard Measurement Procedure 

The counting rates r, and r2 are now expressed in terms of the 235U activities 
«c of the gas and aD of the deposit as 

r i = e io«o * «»'•© C*"1)» ( 7 ) 

and 

h = «»**o + e»*«D (s_l)- W 

Concerning the dimensions of these activities, die straightforward choices of 
Bq/rn3 for i e and BqAn2 for aD would imply that the dimensions of the 
corresponding detection efficiencies are different Since the composition and 
pressure of the gas and the surface density and composition of the deposit 
must be uniform for die TGM to be valid (see Chapter 5), the activities of die 
gas and deposit may as well be represented as linear activities, widi 
dimensions Bq/m. This choice permits die use of absolute detection 
efficiencies e,G, eID, EJG and t7D with die same dimension of m/s/Bq. 

The result of die TGM measurement is obtained by solving eqs. (7) and (8) 
for HQ, which gives 

a , - • » • ' » " ' » • * (Bojm). W 
'io*ea> ~ e i D * e » 

aQ is proportional to die 23SUF density of the gas, which can be expressed as 
die product n-p. Tlie counting rate rx of uranium i ^ X-rays observed in die 
XRF measurement is proportional to p. Hence n can be obtained from rx and 
aoas: 

n = ( V ^ . <10> 
rx 

2.3.2.2 Alternative Measurement Procedure 

n can be obtained directly from the TGM measurement if p is known, e.g. 
from operator data. 

• - - L A . (11) 
CA P 

The constant CA relates OQ to p and n via die equation of state for an ideal 
gas, and is given by: 

k-T 
C A S ^ L f (Bq/m/Pa). (") 

in which 
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Dcscripton of the measurement methods 

X ^ is the decay constant of ^ U (3.l23xKr17 s \ (141); 
k is the Boltzmarm constant (1.38x10 a N-nvK); 
T is the absolute temperature of the gas (in K), and 
S is the cross-sectional inner area of the pipe (in m2). 

As follows from eqs. (10) and (11), p can be obtained from the XRF 
measurement through C£ and CA, 

p = __ !*_ . (13) 

2.4 Conversion of 235U Isotopic Abundance to 
Contents in Weight Percent 

The quantity n measured by the TGM is the mole fraction, or isotopic 
abundance, of 23SU in the uranium of the UF6 gas. The quantity of interest is 
the (uranium) enrichment e, which is defined as [1JJ 

the ratio of the combined weight of the isotopes znU and " U to that of 
the total uranium in question. 

The quantities e and n in this report refer to the 235U content only. 

Neglecting the possible presence of minor uranium isotopes 232^34^36fj, 
enrichment e and isotopic abundance n are related as follows 

e = ™ - (14) 
Afjjj - D *(A^33g "^235^ 

Here M73S and Af238 a r c ^ atomic masses of 235U and 238U, respectively. 
The LEU part of this symmetric equation is shown in Fig. 2. 
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-0.05 

# 
e 
« 

•0.15 

-0.2-

-0.25 
10 

n<%) 

15 20 

Fig. 2. Correction to convert Isotopic Abundance n in % 
to Enrichment e in wt%. 
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3. FIGURE OF MERIT 

3.1 LEU/HEU Decision Time tDEC 

The goal of enrichment verification is to verify that LEU is produced. The 
appropriate figure of merit of the TGM device is therefore its contribution to 
the time required for making a LEU/HEU decision. 

This contribution TD E C depends on the properties of the TGM device, the 
measurement conditions and obviously also on the decision rule. For the 
purpose of illustration, assume that the straightforward method outline in 
Appendix D is applied, and that the background in the 18S.7 keV 
measurements is zero. Then xDEC is simply 

T = Z™ (15) 
TDEC 2 2 2 ' 

°DEC ° S " ° X 

in which oD E C is the uncertainty level determined by the preset values a^^,, 
and P™^ of respectively the false alarm and non-detection probabilities, a x 

is the random uncertainty in n due to the XRF measurement, o s is the total 
systematic uncertainty, and £rG M is the random uncertainty due to the 
185.7 keV measurements with the TGM in a unit time of measurement: 

^TGM 
n . e 2 D V e i o * e n > D * e nW e 2G + e 2 D ' D <16> 

> CA*P * lO ' e 2D " E U>' C 20 

The constant CA is given by eq. (12). 

From this simple example, the following general conclusions can be drawn: 

• xDEC depends on the properties of the TGM device through two 
quantities: TjGyi

 an<^ °s *TGM ' S a measure of the precision, and o s is 
a measure of the accuracy of the TGM device. 

• For given measurement conditions, S^GM >S determined by the four 
detection efficiencies of section 2.3. 

• However, the values of both ETGM and o s also depend on the 
measurement conditions: the values of e(n), p, D (= 2LyJaG) and the pipe 
diameters. 

Hence, these conditions, plus the adopted values of ctp,^ and pp^,, 
plus the decision rule must be specified with the value of TDEC. 

The values of these factors adopted in this report are listed in Table 2. 
This case is realistic concerning the produced enrichment and decision 
parameters, and is a worst case concerning the other measurement 
conditions. 
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Table 2. Reference conditions. 

Quantity 

e 

P 

D 

0in 

^out 

Decision Rule 

°ipn%a 

Ppr«« 

Value 

3 

60 

20 

36 

42 

SPRT 

0.01 

0.10 

Unit 

wt% 

Pa 

mm 

mm 

3.2 Effective False Alarm and Non-Detection 
Probabilities 

The values of the false alarm and non-detection probabilities, which appear in 
reality, are in general not equal to the preset values, which are inserted into 
the decision rule. This can be due to properties of the decision rule, but also 
to systematic effects. The latter will be discussed in the next section; the 
former aspect will be discussed here. 

An intrinsic property of the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT), the 
decision rule adopted in this report, is that the effective values a ^ and 
(5eff, and the preset values o ^ ^ and ^ptacv satisfy the inequalities [19]: 

aeff * °pittet» (17) 

Peff * Pp««-

The values of acff and |Jeff respectively approach the preset values tx^Met and 
Ppreset» '^ * e z e r o hypothesis H0 approaches the "exception" hypothesis Hj. 
Clearly, H0 and H1 are considerably apart in the present application, since H0 

corresponds to the enrichment being equal to the declared value (typically 
3-5%), and Hl to the enrichment being 20%. Hence, aeffand Peff will be 
significantly lower than the preset values (Xptael and Pp,^. Simulation studies 
for the reference design yielded the values listed in Table 3. Only random 
uncertainties were taken into account. 

Table 3. Preset and calculated effective values of a and (J for the reference 
design (random uncertainties only.) 

Parameter 

a 

P 
^DEC 00 

Preset 
Value 

0.01 

0.10 

— 

Effective 
Value 

0.0033 

0.06 

0.52 
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FIGURE OF MERIT 

3.3 Systematic Uncertainties and Performance 

The SPRT, contrary to some other decision rules, does not provide for ways 
to incorporate systematic uncertainties. If systematic uncertainties cannot be 
incorporated in the decision rule, these uncertainties must be limited to 
acceptable levels, determined by the allowable deviations of the effective 
values o^ff, J3eff, from the preset values o ^ ^ , Pp^t, and of the effective 
LEU/HEU decision time Trff fror* the design value xDEC. 

The (68% confidence level) bounds adopted in this report are: 

tteff * ° p w * 

P.* * P ^ <18> 
Teff * I'**TDBC ' 

The impact of these bounds on the size of systematic uncertainties will be 
more stringent for counting precisions of calibration measurements (Chapter 
7), then for uncertainties due to reproducibility (Chapter 8). Both sources of 
systematic uncertainties propagate into o„ via the detection efficiencies. 
However, the reproducibility uncertainties of different measurements behave 
randomly, and hence their effects on aeff, peff, and Teff (partially) average out 
over a multiple measurements setups. Such cancellation does not occurs for 
the calibration measurements. 
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4. CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 

4.1 Calibration Sources 

The detection efficiencies of a collimator not only depend on its 
characteristics, but also on the diameters and wall thickness of the pipe. 
Hence, calibrations must be done with all types of pipes to be measured. 

An extensive calibration procedure for the TGM was described in [2]. The 
authors use a pipe connected to a gas handling facility, which enables 
variation of the gas pressure in the measured pipe section. In addition, 
cylinders with UF6 of various enrichments can be coupled to the facility. 
Thus, gas measurements can be done at various pressures and enrichments. 
However, deposit measurements must be done on the same pipe section, after 
evacuation of the pipe. The magnitude of the deposit surface activity is 
unknown, and moreover can vary in time, depending on the history of the 
usage of the pipe section. As an additional disadvantage, gas measurements 
are always done in the presence of the unknown deposits. Another 
disadvantage is that the dimensions of the pipe section (diameter, wall 
thickness) may not correspond with the dimensions of the cascade-to-header 
pipes to be measured at the enrichment plants. 

Therefore it was decided at ECN to follow another approach using testpipes. 
For each type of cascade-to-header pipe, two testpipes arc required, one 
containing effectively only gaseous UF6 with known enrichment, and denoted 
as the gas-pipe, the other containing only deposit, and denoted as the deposit-
pipe. The pipes have dimensions equal to those of the measured cascade-to-
header pipesections. 

The feasibility of this approach was established by extensive tests with a pair 
of pipes of inner diameter 36 mm, and outer diameter 42 mm. Details of this 
set of calibration pipes are given in Appendix A. The testpipe approach is a 
low cost method, the pipes are easily transportable, and can be manufactured 
for permanent usage at laboratories, or at enrichment facilities. 

4.2 Calibration of Relative Efficiencies 

Results of calibration measurements, and properties of testpipes will be 
written as upper case symbols, to distinguish them from results of actual 
enrichment measurements, which have been written as lower case symbols. 

As stated in section 2.1, the LANL description contains three detection 
efficiencies: clf c2 and Cx. The only quantity of the calibration pipes that 
must be accurately known is N, the i35U isotopic abundance of the UF6 gas 
in the gas-pipe, since cv c2 and Cx are relative efficiencies. 

The three dimcnsionlcss detection efficiencies c,, c2 and Cx are determined 
as follows. 
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Cj The gas-pipe is measured with the two detection geometries, c, is 
obtained from the ratio of the observed cot iting rates R2G and R,G 

as 

«i " F * - ( 1 9 ) 

*ho 

c2 The deposit-pipe is measured with each detection geometry, giving 
c2 as the ratio of observed counting rates R2D and RlD as 

% = JT ( 2 0 ) 

Cx The gas-pipe is measured with the XRF setup. Cx is obtained from 
N and the counting rates Rx, and RIG as 

C„ = N A . (21) 
~ R 

4.3 Calibration of Absolute Efficiencies 

In total five detection efficiencies arc used in the ECN description: four 
absolute detection efficiencies for the TGM and the XRF detection efficiency 
Cx. In order to determine these absolute detection efficiencies, the 235U 
activities AQ of the gas-pipe and AD of the deposit-pipe must be known (see 
Appendix A). 

The five detection efficiencies are determined by the following procedure: 
£ic(2G) The gas-pipe is measured with each of the two detection 

geometries, yielding respectively the counting rates R1G and 
R2G. From these, £1G and e^G are determined as, 

«laao»--? 2 (m/Bq/s)- (22) 

eiD(2D) Likewise, the deposit-pipe is measured with each detection 
geometry. The detection efficiencies e]D and e^, are determined 
from the measured counting rates R,D and R2D, as 

«mOD, = 5 ^ (*/Bq/s). <M> 

Cx The gas-pipe is measured with the XRF device. Cx is obtained 
from N, A0 and the counting rate Rx, as 

Cx' = N A (m/s/Bq). C24) 
A o 
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CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 

5. NON-UNIFORM DEPOSITS 

5.1 Introduction 

The counting rates observed in the TGM measurements are overall counting 
rates, summing contributions from gas and deposit activities in the entire pipe 
section viewed by the detector(s). In these integrations, the detection 
efficiencies play the role of weighing functions. In general, the detection 
efficiencies of the two geometries have different dependences on the position 
of the uranium activity. It follows that two conditions must be met for the 
TGM to yield valid results [2, II]: 

1* The UF6 gas in the pipe is uniform, both with respect to composition 
and to pressure. 

2» The deposit on the pipe wall is uniform, both with respect to 
composition and to surface density. 

These conditions must hold both for the testpipes used in calibration 
measurements, as well as for the cascade-to-header pipes during inspections. 

The UF6 gas distribution in isolated tcstpipes is obviously uniform. Also the 
UF6 gas in cascade-to-header pipes is uniform under normal operating 
conditions. It is therefore concluded that the first condition is satisfied. 

Uranium deposits on the pipe wall are due to reactions of UF6 gas with 
compounds of the aluminium metal of which the pipe wall are constructed, as 
well as from reactions with impurities in the gas and the surface layer of the 
pipe wall. The main reactions of interest are [16]: 

2ALp3 + 3UF6 - 4A1F3 + 3 1 1 0 ^ , 
2Al(OH)3 + 3UF6 - 2A1F3 + 3 U 0 ^ 2 + 6HF, (25) 

2 1 ^ 0 + UF6 - UOjF, + 4HF. 

The reactionproduct U02F2 (uranyl fluoride) is deposited on the pipe wall. 

It follows that non-uniform deposit layers can arise, if the chemical 
composition of the pipe wall, the concentrations of impurities in the gas and 
on the pipe wall, or ihe gas flow varied with position during the formation of 
the deposit layer. These conditions are more likely to occur near bends and 
restrictions. During inspections, the measurement positions should therefore 
be selected far away from such locations. 

A difference between the distributions of deposit activities in the deposit 
tcstpipe and in the cascadc-to-hcadcr pipe, results in the use of an erroneous 
detection efficiency c2. The resulting relative error in n is 

n (cj -Ct I «Ml J C, 
(26) 
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(lowest order approximation, D = a]/aG). This shows that errors due to non
uniform deposits become more serious for large activity ratios D. Under the 
conditions of Table 2, 8n/n - 14.1-8c2/c2. 

For quantitative statements on the effect of non-uniform deposits, knowledge 
of :he magnitude and nature of such anomalies, and of the sensitivity of 
detection geometries for the phenomenon are required. Published 
experimental limits on the effect of possible non-uniform deposits are 
reviewed in section 5.3. Monte Carlo calculations offer a fast, reliable and 
flexible tool to establish the sensitivity of detection geometries for non
uniform deposits. Results of calculations for the reference design are 
presented in section 5.4. 

5.2 Framework 

In general, the detection efficiency of a measurement geometry depends on 
the position (z,<f>) of the deposit. Here, cylindrical coordinates arc used, with z 
denoting the axial position, and <J> the polar angle. The radial position is 
constant and equal to the inner radius of the pipe. The contribution dR(z,<j>) 
from deposit activity aD(z,$) in the area dzd<|> around (z,<|>) to the counting 
rate is given by 

dR(z,<p) = eD(z,4>) a^z,*) dz -d<t>. (27) 

Integration over the surface of the inner pipe wall yields the total observed 
counting rate Rt0, as 

I**, = ƒ eD(z,<p) • a^z,*) • dz • dip. (28) 

Two special cases will be studied with Monte Carlo calculations: 

• Axially non-uniform deposit activity: aD depends only on z. 
• Angularly non-uniform deposit activity: aD depends only on <f>. 

Although these cases are unrealistic, the results of the calculations provide 
insight into the magnitude of effects of non-uniform deposits in general. 

5.3 Experimental Investigations 

The problem of axially non-uniform deposits was mentioned in relation to 
experimental results by Lauppe et al, [10]. The authors applied a rotatable slit 
collimator; the gas sensitive geometry was defined by the orientation with the 
slit parallel to the pipe axis, and the deposit sensitive geometry by the 
orientation with the slit perpendicular to the pipe axis. The authors report 
three results for the relative deposit efficiencies c, and Cj (see Table 4), The 
calibration source used in the IAEA laboratory at Seibersdorf was a UF6 

testloop, whereas isolated tcstpipes were used at the KFA laboratory. 

The results of the Seibersdorf (II) measurements are inconsistent with the 
KFA laboratory and Seiberdorf (I) measurements. The authors ascribed this 
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inconsistency to the presence of a large and non-uniform deposit activity 
during the Seibcrsdorf (II) measurements. Note that not only the results for 
c2, but also those for the relative gas detection efficiency Cj are inconsistent. 
It was not explained how a non-uniform deposit can affect the results for ct. 

Table 4. Relative efficiencies c, and c2 for rotatable slit collimators [10]. 

Measurement 

KFA Laboratory 

Seibersdorf (I) 

Seibcrsdorf (II) 

Cl 

0.52±0.03 

0.484±0.007 

0.550+0.005 

C2 

G.640+.0.017 

0.65910.015 

O.695±0.OO4 

Other authors investigated the possible existence of anomalous deposits in 
actual cascade-to-header pipes [7,4]. In [7], the measurement conditions (pipe 
diameters, gasprcssure, deposit-to-gas activity ratio), experimental approach, 
and measurement results are not specified. Unfortunately, the results can 
therefore not be used for the purpose of the present report. 

The presence of angularly non-uniform deposits was investigated in [4], by 
performing single, coUimatcd 185.7 keV measurements at two detector-
collimator orientations. These orientations were defined by alignments of the 
detcctor-collimator axis along two angles $, which were spaced =90°. The 
results of such pairs of measurements at five cascade-to-header pipes, 
containing predominantly deposit activity, showed no significant deviation in 
the counting rates observed for the two orientations at a relative standard 
deviation of 2-7%. However, the sensitivity of the applied procedure for 
detecting non-uniform deposits was not specified. This sensitivity can be 
quite low, as can be seen from inspection of Figs. 6-7 (see section 5.4). 

It is therefore concluded that existing experimental data provide insufficient 
basis for quantitative statements on deposit uniformity in connection pipes. 

5.4 Monte Carlo Calculations 

5.4.1 Axially Non-Uniform Deposits 

For the analysis of axially non-uniform deposits, it is convenient to define the 
"differential" deposit detection efficiency eD(z) in terms of the different'al 
counting rate dR(z) due to deposit activity aD(z)dz in the interval (z,z+dz): 

dR(z) = eD(z)aD(z)-dz. (29) 

The dimension of eD(z) is Bq's"1. 

Fig. 3 shows the calculated differential deposit efficiencies ew and fv of 
respectively the W- and V-collimators of the reference design. The dashed 
and dash-dot curves arc spline fits to the data-points. The discontinuities 
around axial position z = 80 mm coincide with the edges of the collimators. 
The curves for £w(z) and EV(Z) are slightly different. 
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Fig. 3. Differential deposit efficiencies ew of the W-colIimator (dashed 
curve) and £v of the V-coIlimator (dash-dot curve). 

The impact of this difference on Cj obviously depends on the precise fonn of 
aD(z). aD(z) can be written in terms of its average value a0 over the pipe 
section, and the relative deviation XD(Z) ^mm m ' s average: 

a„(z) = a„-[l + xD(z)], XD(Z> * "L Vz-

For this "general case", the relative deposit efficiency c£ is 

| e v (z )dz + JxD(z)ev(z)dz 
f _ Z 

|cw(z)-dz + JxD(z)cw(z)-dz 

(30) 

(31) 

whereas its value c2 for a uniform (normal) deposit is 

ƒBy(z) dz 
C2 = 

_ ev 

ƒ cw(z) *dz ew 
(32) 

From eqs. (31) and (32) one obtains for the relative deviation in Cj 

= ƒ 6t(z)'xD(z)-dz , 
c2' -c2 

5.fc> = 
ev(z) ew(z) 

'W 

(33) 
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Fig. 4. Deviation function 6C for the reference design. 

to lowest order in 

/ X D C Z ) ^ 2 ) ' ^ 
(34) 

"w 

The deviation function 5£(z) for the reference design, shown in Fig. 4, 
obviously oscillates around zero. The effects on c2 due to axial non-
uniformilics will partially cancel out, except when 5e(z) and %(z) oscillate in 
phase. The latter possibility seems highly improbable, and will therefore be 
ignored. The next worst case are local non-uniformities around z = 90 mm. 
For XD = ± 1 m *he segment z = 80-100 mm, the relative deviation of Cj 
amounts to ±0.01. The corresponding effects on cceff and Peff under the 
conditions of Table 2 are listed below; the error in n is An/n = ±0.14. 

Table S. Impact of axially non-uniform deposit on cceff, fierr and xtn. 

Parameter 

a 

P 
^«rr(h) 

Preset 
Value 

0.01 

0.10 

— 

Normal 
Effective Value 

0.0033 

0.06 

0.52 

Maximum 
Effective Value 

0.004 

0.16 

0.52 

The above discussion shows that the reference design is rather insensitive to 
axial non-uniformities of deposit activity. This is largely due to the fact that 
the collimators view the same length of pipe section. Note that in case of 
collimator designs with rotatable slits, discussed in section 5.3, the geometries 
do not view the same pipe section. Such designs are therefore more 
vulnerable to axially non-uniform deposits. 
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5.4.2 Angularly Non-Uniform Deposits 

The effects of angularly non-uniform deposits were analyzed for aD of the 
following form: 

a,, = 1 + K-s in 2 ^ • * 0 ) , 0 5<» + * 0 < i t , ( 3 5 ) 

= 1, *s4> + * 0 < 2 i r . 

The definition of $ is shown 
in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6 shows the calculated 
deposit efficiencies of the 
W-co!limator (dashed line) 
and the V-collimator (solid 
line) in the reference dual-
cotlimator arrangement as 
functions of 4>a. For the 
purpose of illustration, K 
was as large as 0.5. 

Note that in the dual arrangement, the two geometries view the pipe seaion 
at different angles, spaced 66°. In conventional, single detector, arrangements, 
both geometries normally view the pipe at the same angle. The deposit 
efficiency of the W-coIIimator in such an arrangement as a function of % is 
shown as the dotted curve in Fig. 6. The relative deposit efficiencies c2 for 
the dual arrangement (solid curve) and the single arrangement (dashed curve) 
are shown in Fig. 7. The relative error in n under the conditions of Table 2 is 
again 5n/n = R l o c ^ . As can be seen from Fig. 7, the dual arrangement is 
approximately a factor of 3 less sensitive than the conventional single 
arrangement to the deposit variations considered. 

The effects on aeff, Pcff, and xefr are determined for the more realistic case of 
K = 0.1. The results are listed in Table 6. The quoted value of peff is attained 
at the minimum value of c2 (solid curve in Fig. 7), whereas the quoted values 
of ctjff and teff are attained at the maximum value for c2 (solid curve in 
Fig- 7). 

Similar results are expected to hold for angularly non-uniform deposits in 
general. 

Table 6. Impact of angularly non-uniform deposit on aeff, j$eff and xefT. 

Parameter 

a 

0 
teff(h) 

Preset 
Value 

0.01 

0.10 

— 

Normal 
Effective Value 

0.0033 

0.06 

0.52 

Maximum 
Effective Value 

0.02 

0.48 

0.6 

Fig. 5 Definition of <t>. 
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6. RANDOM UNCERTAINTIES 

6.1 Propagation into an 

Random uncertainties arc due to counting precisions of the counting rates r,, 
r2 of the 18S.7 keV measurements with the TGM, and rx of the XRF 
measurement. The propagation of these uncertainties in the result of n, to 
lowest order, follows the equations listed in Table 7. 

Note that the ECN and LANL descriptions of the TGM ire fully equivalent 
with respect to the uncertainty in n. This can be seen algebraically by making 
the substitutions q B E ^ / E ^ . Cj^e^fe.^ »"ic = eiGaG « * riD = £iD*D 
in the LANL column of Table 7, which yields the corresponding expressions 
in the ECN column. This result is obvious since different descriptions of the 
same measurement method, although using absolute versus relative detection 
efficiencies, should not produce different uncerainties in the outcome of n. 

Table 7. Propagation of random uncertainties into n (A s E ^ - E ^ - £,D-£2G)-

^ 
Sounx LANL description ECN description 

«•i 

r 2 

rx 

' I O ^ - C I ) 

e2D 

V 

«ID 

V 

\ 
A 

\ 
A 

rx 'x 

6.2 Application to the Reference Design 

The size of the random uncertainties must be less than the level determined 
by Sproet and pproe, (see Chapter 3 and Appendix D) in order to make a 
LEU/HEU decision. Hence the random uncertainty per unit time of 
measurement, £xGM, determines the required measurement time. For large D, 
£TGM is proportional to VD. £J-CM of the reference design amounts to 0.06/Vh 
(see eq. (16), section 3.1) under the conditions of Table 2. 

The design value TDEC of the LEU/HEU decision time is «0.5 h for the 
reference pair of collimators, under the conditions specified in Table 2. The 
impact of systematic uncertainties, ignored for the moment, will be discussed 
in Chapters 7 and 8. 
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7. CALIBRATION UNCERTAINTIES 

7.1 Propagation into Gn 

Table 8 presents a summary of the propagation of the counting precisions of 
the calibration measurements, and the uncertainties in the properties of the 
calibration testpipes, into cn . Note that counting precisions related to 
calibration of the deposit efficiencies will dominate c„ at large values of the 
deposit-to-gas ratio D, since they propagate proportional to D. This is 
obvious, since at large D the measuring problem becomes that of weighing 
the captain on his ship. It stresses the importance of the availability of strong 
deposit sources for calibration purposes. 

The combined calibration of the TGM and XRF devices is essentially with 
respect to N, the 235U isotopic abundance of the calibration gas-pipe. All 
other quantities of the pipes (P, T, S, AD, see eqs.(7)-(12)) cancel in the 
outcome of n. Hence, only the uncertainty in N propagates into cn. 
Obviously, this holds both for the ECN and LANL descriptions. 

Table 8. Propagation of calibration measurement uncertainties into o„/n 
(lowest order approximation; A = £1GE2D - EID'£2G)-

Source 
0„/n 

LANL description ECN description 

N 
N 

klG 
>-«J Rio 

e 10* e 2D *m 

MO 

*2G w 3s 
**20 

820*G1D ° « M 

RJO 

kID 
T,„ Oi 

'ID 

MD 

« © • « » . ° « . 
fclD 

k2D lp-ajr i a Rj,, 
8 l D e 2 D 

*2D 

R, 
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7.2 Application to the Reference Design 

The above analysis is applied to the reference design under the conditions of 
Table 2. The results of calibration measurements using the testpipes described 
in Appendix A, are listed in Table 9. The measurement times for the 
185.7 keV measurements were =3x105 s, which is considered as the 
practicable maximum. Uncertainties in R1D>2D yield by far the largest 
contribution to c,/n, since they propagate multiplied by D (= 20; see 
Table 2). 

Table 9. Summary of calibration uncertainties and corresponding 
contributions to ajn. 

Quantity Relative o*„/n 
Uncertainty 

N 

R ! G 

R »D 

R2G 

R 2D 

R X 

1.3x1 (T4 

5.2xl0"3 

6.9xl0'2 

MxlOr2 

7.9x10* 

— 

1.3xl0"4 

7.2xl03 

1.3 

4.4xl0"3 

1.4 

— 

The resulting maximum values aeff, peff and xeff are listed in Table 10 in 
column "Present Value". The present values clearly do not satisfy the criteria 
of section 3.3, eq. (18). This is predominantly due to the poor precisions of 
RID and R2I> of Table 9. Simulations show that for the case at hand of 
D = 20, the deposit efficiencies must be known to 0.3% precisions in order to 
obtain the values for ct^ and J3eff specified in column "Target Value" of 
Table 10. This cannot be attained within practicable measuring times by 
means of testpipes with actual deposits. In the future therefore, testpipes will 
be used with simulated deposits, consisting of uranium-containing foils glued 
to the pipe inner wall. Pipes with suitable foils will enable to attain the 
required precisions in less than a day. 

Table 10. Impact of calibration uncertainties on aeff, peff and xefr. 

Parameter 

a 

P 
W 00 

Preset 
Value 

0.01 

0.10 

Normal 
Effective 

Value 

0.0033 

0.06 

C.52 

Maximum Effective Value 
due to Calibration 

Uncertainties 

Present Value Target Value 

0.03 0.0044 

1.00 0.09 

0.84 0.55 
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8. REPRODUCIBILITY UNCERTAINTIES 

8.1 Propagation into an 

Detection efficiencies are calibrated with a given measurement setup, which is 
defined by the positioning of the device and the dimensions of the testpipes. 
Reproducibility refers to differences between the measurement setup during 
calibration, and the measurement setup during enrichment verification. 

These differences will affect the real values of the detection efficiencies, and 
thus lead to errors in the result of n. The method adopted for analyzing 
reproducibility effects is described in Appendix C. 

8.2 Application to the Reference Design 

For the reference design, positioning of the collimator assembly with respect 
to the detector can be done very accurately. Hence only variations in the 
position of the detector-collimator arrangement with respect to the pipe, and 
in the dimensions of the pipe are considered here. The following are the main 
sources of reproducibility uncertainties: 

• W-collimator not in contact with the pipe. 
• V-collimator not in contact with the pipe. 
• Tolerance of inner pipe diameter. 
• Tolerance of wall thickness of pipe. 
• The shape of the pipe. 

Other misalignment errors must involve the first two misalignments as their 
main components. 

The magnitude of the considered uncertainties, and their effect on the 
uncertainty of n, are summarized in Table 11. Further details of the analyses 
are given in Appendix C. 

Table 11. Sources of reproducibility uncertainties. 

Source Magnitude a„/n 

W-collimator not +0.5 mm -lOxlO^.O 
in contact with 
pipe 

V-collimator not +0.5 mm 0,+15.6xl0'2 

in contact with 
pipe 

Inner pipe ±0.1 mm ±12.1xl0"2 

diameter 

Pipe wall ±0.1 mm ± 1.4x 10'2 

thickness 

Pipe shape ±0.1 mm ±I1.5xlO'2 

variations 
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Since the collimators are combined in a dual assembly, (variations in) their 
positions are coupled. The effects of reproducibility uncertainties on the 
detection efficiencies are therefore correlated, except for shape variations of 
the pipe. 

Again, the effects on the deposit efficiencies are dominant, since the changes 
in the deposit detection efficiencies propagate into o n multiplied by the 
deposit-to-gas activity ratio D (= 20; see Table 2). 

The overall relative systematic uncertainty due to reproducibility effects is 
estimated as (+0.23, -0.17). 

The values of the parameters oceff, Peff, and xttt, including the effect of 
reproducibility uncertainties, but excluding the calibration uncertainties, are 
listed in Table 12. 

Table 12. Impact of reproducibility uncertainties on ot ,̂, Peff and xelP 

Parameter 

a 

P 

Preset 
Value 

0.01 

0.10 

Normal 
Effective 

Value 

0.0033 

0.06 

0.52 

Effective Value 
including 

Reproducibility 
Uncertainties 

0.0094 

0.066 

0.53 

8.3 Thickness of Deposit Layer 

8.3.1 185.7 keV Measurements 

The 185.7 keV gamma rays emitted from 235U in the pipe are attenuated in 
the deposit. Hence, the detection efficiencies for gas and deposit depend on 
the thickness of this layer. In general, this dependence is different for the four 
detection efficiencies of a geometry pair. A difference between the 
thicknesses of the deposit layers of the calibration and connection pipes can 
therefore affect the result of n. The effect will be small in general, but in case 
of large deposits may yet be significant. 

The maximum thickness of the deposit layer observed in cascade-to-header 
connection pipes in enrichment plants is of the order of 100 ug U/cm2 

(«130ug/cm2 total of uranyl fluoride). The deposit detection efficiencies of 
die reference W- and V-collimators for pipes with and without a layer of this 
thickness were computed by means of a Monte Carlo programme [17]. In the 
hypothetical case that efficiencies measured with the above deposit layer are 
used in LEU/HEU verification on pipes with zero deposit, the error in n for 
the conditions of Table 2 would be: 

- ^ = -6.7 xlO"3. (36) 
n 
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Hence, the effect of deposit layers on n is negligible for pipes with actual 
deposits. 

For the case of deposit testpipcs with uranium containing foils, the following 
example was analyzed: 

Foil thickness: 
Composition: 
Isotopic analysis: 

2 3 4 u 2 3 5 u 
2 3 6 u 
238U 

13.3 mg/cm2 

5 wt% U; 95 wt% Al 

0.786 wt% of U. 
93.203 wt% of U. 
0.226 wt% of U. 
5.781 wt% of U. 

The relative deposit detection efficiency Cj which would be measured with 
these foils is 0.916, whereas the value measured with zero-thickness deposits 
would be 0.940 (confirm Table 1), as followed from Monte Carlo 
computations. 

The relative error in n under the conditions of Table 2, however, would be 
larger by a factor of 14.1 (see Table 19): 

^H . - 3 5 x l 0 ' 2 . (37) 
n 

Hence, the value of c2 obtained from calibration must be corrected for 
attenuation in the foil. The uncertainty in the corrected value of c2 is less than 
7xl0'4; it is equal to the systematic uncertainty of 2.5% for relative detection 
efficiencies of the Monte Carlo programme, applied to the correction on c2 of 
2.5%. The corresponding effects on oceff, Peff and xcfr are negligible. 

8.3.2 XRF Measurements 

The main systematic effect is presented by the contribution the observed U 
K0 X-ray signal receives from X-ray fluorescence in the deposit layer. This 
effect is still under investigation and will not be considered further. 

Other effects are presented by attenuation of 57Co gamma rays and 
attenuation of U Ka X-rays. The effects on Cx , respectively C£, are less than 
5xl0"4. 

The relative effects on n are equal, and hence are negligible. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

Quantitative statements assume the conditions of Table 2. 

1. For values of the dcposit-to-gas activity ratio > 10, the deposit detection 
efficiencies need to be known to precisions of 0.3% or less. To attain 
these within practicable measuring times requires strong deposit 
calibration pipes. Such pipes can conveniently be manufactured with a 
simulated deposit of uraniumfoils. 

2. Positioning uncertainties with the present dual arrangement give rise to a 
relative uncertainty cjn = (-2.0xl0'2, +15.6xl(T2). 

The tolerances on the dimensions of the pipe induce a relative uncertainty 
o f o y n = ±16.8xl0"2. 

The corresponding overall ot^, and ^ are respectively 0.0094 and 0.066. 

3. For the dual arrangement, the influence of axially non-uniform deposits 
occurring at measurement positions on connection pipes is probably small. 

The sensitivity for angularly non-uniform deposits is larger, but less than 
that of conventional single arrangements by a factor of 3. 

More experimental information is required on the occurrence of angular 
non-uniform deposits in connection pipes in order to quantify their impact 
on the performance of the TGM. 
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11. APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF 
CALIBRATION PIPES 

The calibration pipes referred to in this report are made of 36 mm diameter 
aluminium pipe, and are closed at one side by end-caps welded to the pipe. 
At the other side a flange and a valve are mounted on the pipe. The 
dimensions of both pipes are: 

Length: 70.0 cm; 
Inner diameter 3610.1 mm; 
Outer diameter. 42±0.1 mm. 

The gas-pipe was prepared as follows. First, the pipe was filled with depleted 
UF6 gas and stored for one month in order to obtain a deposit with a 
minimum of 235U activity. The pipe was subsequently evacuated and the 
185.7 keV gamma ray counting rate of the passivied and evacuated pipe was 
measured with the uncollimated standard detector. The measured counting 
rate, corrected for background, was 0.0040±0.0026 s'1. In order to obtain the 
235U activity in the deposit, the detection efficiency eD of the detection 
geometry for deposit as calculated with the Monte Carlo code TGMS [17] 
was used. The result is (2.8±1.8) Bq/m. Subsequently the pipe was filled with 
low enriched UF6 gas of suitable pressure. The properties of the gas-pipe are 
summarized in Table 13. AG is calculated from eqs. (11)-(12). 

Table 13. Properties of the gas-pipe. 

Property 

Uranium 
enrichment 

Pressure 

T .uperature 

Surface area 

Activity in gas 
(Ac) 

Activity in 
deposit 

Value 

3.943 

5062 

293.8 

1.018x1a3 

1583 

2.5 

Uncertainty 

0.0005 

10 

.5 

O.OOóxKT3 

10 

1.6 

Unit 

wt% 

Pa 

K 

m2 

Bq/m 

Bq/m 

The properties of the deposit pipe arc specified in Table 14. The pipe was 
prepared by filling with low enriched UF6 gas The pipe was subsequently 
stored for one year, and evacuated after this period. After the storage period, 
but before evacuation, the amount of 235U activity in deposit was measured as 
3315% of the total 235U activity of 471 Bq/m [18], or 155126 Bq/m. After 
evacuation, the pipes were measured with various collimators. Using deposit 
detection efficiencies calculated by means of a Monte Carlo programme [17], 
these measurements yielded a second value for AD of 13711 Bq/m. 
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Table 14. Properties of the deposit-pipe. 

Property 

Uranium 
enrichment1* 

Pressurel) 

Temperature1* 

Surface area 

Total activity0 

Activity in 
deposit (AQ) 

Value 

3.945 

1500 

293.8 

1.018x10* 

471 

137 

Uncertainty 

0.0005 

100 

.5 

0.0O6xl03 

31 

1 

Unit 

wt% 

Pa 

K 

m2 

Bq/m 

Bq/m 

! ) before evacuation. 
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12. APPENDIX B. REPRODUCIBILITY 

Deviations in geometrical degrees of freedom affect the values of the 
detection efficiencies, which in turn affect the outcome of n. Thus, the effect 
on n of a deviation 5z in degree of freedom z can in case of non-symmetry 
(S non-vanishing) be expressed as: 

on = — S(e,,z)öz, 
ö e i (47) 

dt, 
S(e,,z) = - ^ . 

and in case of symmetry 

oe, 
(48) 

The sensitivity coefficient S(£|,z) expresses the dependence of detection 
efficiency tt on variations in degree of freedom z around its normal value. S 
has dimension respectively [z]"1 (non-symmetry), or [z]2 (symmetry). 

Analytical expressions of the sensitivity coefficients are not known in general. 
Values for the various S(£j,z) must therefore be determined either 
experimentally, or by means of model calculations. The latter method [12,17] 
was applied here to the reference design. The results are listed in Tables 15-
18. For completeness. Table 19 presents a summary of the lowest order 
dependence of n on the various detection efficiencies. 
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Table 15. Shift perpendicular to detector-collimator-pipe axis plane z. 

e 
(m/Bq/s) 

Ê1G 

E1D 

^ G 

&2D 

to pipe distance 

E 
(m/Bq/s) 

e l G 

£1D 

^ G 

^ D 

S(e^) 
(m/Bq/s/mm2) 

-9xl(T7 

-7xia7 

+3xl(T7 

-9xl0-7 

y-

S(c,y) 
(m/Bq/s/mm) 

-7.6x10* 

-4.2xl06 

-1.2xl06 

-0.8x10* 

Table 17. Outer pipe diameter 0 . 

£ 
(m/Bq/s) 

£1G 

CID 

^ G 

Ê2D 

lickness t. 

e 
(m/Bq/s) 

E1G 

E1D 

ha 
^ D 

S(e,0) 
(m/Bq/s/mm) 

-2.6X10-5 

-1.8x10s 

+1.6X10"5 

+1.6X10"5 

Sfet) 
(m/Bq/s/mm) 

-2.4xl(T5 

-1.4x10s 

-0.9xlO5 

-1.6x10s 
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Appendix C 

Table 19. Lowest order dependence of n on detection efficiencies. 

Detection a a Value 
efficiency n e 

c, _ j _ 0.288 

Ci 

D { — } -

C ' 

14.1 

£IG tm 1-286 

A 

£20 eu> 0.286 

«2D D ^ 14.1 
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13. APPENDIX C. SIMPLE DECISION RULE 
FOR TESTING OF SIMPLE HYPOTHESES 

The problem at hand is to decide whether the measured value n agrees with 
LEU or not, at specified false alarm probability 0 ^ , ^ and non-detection 
probability p ^ . 

The problem is known in statistics as simple hypothesis testing, since the two 
hypotheses H0 and H{ are completely defined by one parameter n. In this 
case the zero hypothesis H0 corresponds to n being equal to the declared 
value, and H{ corresponds to HEU (e = 20%). 

It is commonly assumed that n is normally distributed. Then, H0 implies that 
the probability distribution of n is the nonnal distribution with mean n ^ , and 
standard deviation equal to the standard deviation of the measured value, 
JV(ndcirl,oB), and H, implies that n has distribution N(nHEVjoJ. 

Several decision rules exist for the hypothesis testing problem at hand. A 
simple decision rule is the following: 

• Measure until o„ has decreased below value oD E C 

H i " « o 
°DEC = —; l —. . <49> 

G- ,(l-S-J+G- ,(l-P i l lJ 
• Compare n to the critical value LDEC 

O - , P - V J * 0 " I ( 1 - P P J 
(50) 

Here, G'1 refers to the inverse of the cumulative standard normal distribution 
yV(0,l), which is tabulated for example in [20]. 
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